Characterising phenotypes often requires quantification of anatomical shapes. Quantitative 26 shape comparison (morphometrics) traditionally uses anatomical landmarks and is therefore 27 limited by the number of landmarks and operator accuracy when landmarks are located 28 manually. Here we apply a landmark-free method to characterise the craniofacial skeletal 29 phenotype of the Dp1Tyb mouse model of Down syndrome (DS), validating it against a 30 landmark-based approach. We identify cranial dysmorphologies in Dp1Tyb mice, especially 31 smaller size and brachycephaly (front-back shortening) homologous to the human phenotype.
Introduction 40
Morphometrics, the quantitative comparison of biological shapes, is well established in the 41 fields of palaeontology and evolutionary biology to quantify and understand morphological 42 phenotypes (Cooke and Terhune, 2015) . Landmark positions are recorded on digital two-or 43 three-dimensional images (obtained by photography, X-ray or MRI methods) and their spatial 44 distributions are then analysed through Euclidean distance matrix analysis (EDMA) or 45 Procrustes Superimposition (PS) (Webster and Sheets, 2010) . Morphometrics is less used in 46 other fields, such as genetics and developmental biology. This may be because current 47 morphometric methodologies, while powerful, have limitations. First, the number of landmarks 48 always reflects a compromise between precision, which needs many anatomical landmarks 49 to be located, and ease-of-use, which limits those numbers. Typically, some tens of landmarks 50 are located manually, which takes anatomical knowledge and training and time. Second, an 51 anatomical landmark may be absent from an individual due to natural variation, engineered 52 mutation or pathology. Third, landmarks can be sparse in anatomical structures where they 53 are hard to define: smooth surfaces do not have easily defined landmarks. Sparseness is a 54 particular problem in soft tissues and embryos, with numerous featureless, curved surfaces.
55
Semi-landmarks interpolated between landmarks (Andresen et al., 2000; Bookstein, 1997;  56 Frangi et al., 2003) reduce this problem but still leave gaps (Palci and Lee, 2019) . Fourth, 57 manual landmark-based methods are inevitably susceptible to both inter-and intra-operator 58 variability, which can be as big as the biological variability between subjects (Percival et al., 59 2014; Shearer et al., 2017; von Cramon-Taubadel et al., 2007) . Together, these limitations 60 suggest that there is a need for automated, ideally landmark-free, high-resolution methods.
61
Landmark-free methods have been developed by the neuroimaging community to quantify the 62 size and shape of the brain precisely because its relatively smooth shape hampers the 63 definition of reliable landmarks (Bron et al., 2015; Routier et al., 2014) but these methods have 64 yet to be applied more widely and have not been directly compared to the landmark-based 65 approach.
67
One of the most common human dysmorphologies is the craniofacial phenotype associated 68 with Down syndrome (DS). Individuals with DS, currently ~1 in 800 births (Antonarakis, 2017), 69 have characteristic features -flattened midface with low nose bridge, front-to-back shortened 70 skull (brachycephaly) and slightly hooded eyelids (Korenberg et al., 1994) . Although the 71 craniofacial features affect everyone with DS, this phenotype is not well understood either 72 genetically or developmentally. DS is caused by trisomy of human chromosome 21 (Hsa21) 73 which carries 232 protein-coding genes (Ensembl genome assembly GRCh38) (Antonarakis, 74 2017; Lejeune et al., 1959) . It is thought that the presence of a third copy of one or more of 75 these genes (rather than just the higher chromosomal load) gives rise to the individual defects 76 observed in DS, but the critical dosage-sensitive genes are not known (Lana-Elola et al., 2016;  77 Lana-Elola et al., 2011; Watson-Scales et al., 2018) . 78 79 To model DS, mouse strains have been engineered that carry an extra copy of each of the 80 three regions of the mouse genome orthologous to Hsa21. These recapitulate at least some 81 aspects of DS (Herault et al., 2017; Lana-Elola et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2010) . Morphometrics 82 applied to Ts65Dn (Hill et al., 2007; Richtsmeier et al., 2000; Richtsmeier et al., 2002) and 83 Dp(16) 1Yey mice (Starbuck et al., 2014) showed that trisomy of part or all of the Hsa21-84 orthologous region of mouse chromosome 16 (Mmu16) resulted in craniofacial dysmorphology 85 which resembled the DS phenotype. The cranial dysmorphology in Dp1Yey mice was highly 86 statistically significant (with multiple linear distances between landmarks differing statistically 87 significantly from wild type in all regions measured) yet quantitatively subtle, with an average 88 landmark-to-landmark distance difference of only 7% between mutant and wild-type (WT) 89 control mice (Starbuck et al., 2014) .
91
In this paper, we describe a convenient pipeline we have developed for landmark-free 92 morphometric analysis based on an approach used for brain imaging (Durrleman et al., 2014) .
93
We compare our method to the traditional landmark-based morphometric approach, focusing on the characterisation of the craniofacial phenotype of the Dp1Tyb mouse model of DS which 95 has an additional copy of the entire Hsa21-orthologous region of Mmu16 (Lana-Elola et al., 96 2016) . We find that the landmark-free analysis gives separation by shape between Dp1Tyb 97 and WT mice that is at least as clear as that achieved by landmark-based analysis, while 98 delivering a number of operational advantages. We demonstrate a new tool ("local stretch" 99 mapping) that avoids the need to separate scale changes from shape changes, and localises 100 abnormalities in the DS model to cranial vault expansion and mid-face and occipital 101 contraction.
103

Results
104
Landmark-based and landmark-free analysis of Dp1Tyb skulls
105
To phenotype the Dp1Tyb DS model skulls, we used micro-computed tomography (µCT) to 106 acquire images of the skulls of 16-week old WT and Dp1Tyb mice. We carried out landmark-107 based analysis in the conventional way (Kristensen et al., 2008) , marking the location of 68 108 landmarks on the cranium and 17 on the mandible ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ). Crania and 109 mandibles were analysed separately since their relative position varied from subject to subject.
110
Landmarks for all crania and mandibles were aligned using Procrustes Superimposition, and 111 these data were used for further statistical analysis of size and shape.
113
For the landmark-free approach we developed a pipeline based on previous approaches in 114 morphometrics and neuroimaging ( Fig. 1 , Table 1 , Supplementary Appendix 1). In brief, 115 following thresholding to extract the skull structures from the µCT images, cartilaginous 116 structures were removed ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ) and the images segmented using bone 117 density to separate the mandibles from the crania (step 1). Triangulated meshes were 118 generated from the surfaces (including internal surfaces) of the cranium and mandible for all 119 subjects (step 2), aligned (and scaled where appropriate -see below) (step 3). The meshes 120 were used for the construction of an atlas (mean shape) for the crania and mandibles of the WT and Dp1Tyb skulls (step 4). Atlas construction was based on the Deformetrica algorithm 122 (Durrleman et al., 2014) which works by defining a flow field (tensor) that conforms to its shape 123 and quantifies deformations from it to each subject recorded as momentum vectors (momenta 124 -see Methods and Supplementary Appendix 1). The initial output from this atlas consisted of 125 the average mesh for the whole population (based on averaging the tensors), a set of control 126 points corresponding to areas with the greatest variability between subjects, and momenta for 127 each control point describing the directional variation of the shape from the average. The 128 average mesh, the control points and the momenta were used for further statistical analysis, 129 with the momenta applied to deform the population average mesh to generate average 130 meshes for each of WT and Dp1Tyb groups preserving one-to-one correspondence of mesh 131 vertices. We performed principal component analysis and used a multiple permutations test 132 on a stratified k-fold cross validation classifier to test for significance (step 5). To control for 133 overfitting (a risk when the number of measurements substantially exceeds the number of 134 subjects), we compared the PCA difference vector magnitude between the two genotype 135 groups with that of 1000 randomly scrambled groups. We found that the distribution was 136 Normal and that the genotype difference vector was more than 3.5 standard deviations away 137 from the mean vector of the 1000 scrambled groups for both cranium and mandible, thus 138 showing that overfitting is unlikely to be a significant factor (data not shown).
140
Size differences: Dp1Tyb mice have significantly smaller crania and mandibles
141
We used centroid size (the mean absolute landmark distance from the landmark-defined 142 centroid) to compare overall sizes of Dp1Tyb and sibling control specimens (Klingenberg, 143 2016). Landmark-based centroid size comparison showed that the crania and mandibles of 144 Dp1Tyb mice were both significantly smaller than those of WT mice ( Fig. 2A, C) , recapitulating 145 the overall reduction in skull size found in humans with DS and as well as in other models of 146 DS (Hill et al., 2007; Richtsmeier et al., 2000; Richtsmeier et al., 2002; Starbuck et al., 2014;  147 Suri et al., 2010) . The landmark-free analysis also showed that Dp1Tyb crania and mandibles 148 were significantly smaller ( Fig. 2B, D) . Both methods showed an approximately 7% reduction in centroid size of both cranium and mandible in Dp1Tyb mice ( Supplementary Table) . The 150 landmark-free and landmark-based centroid sizes were different in absolute magnitude, 151 unsurprisingly given the many extra measurements use in the landmark-free method (~19,000 152 mesh vertices versus 68 landmarks for cranium and ~16,000 vertices versus 17 landmarks for 153 mandible).
155
Shape differences: Dp1Tyb mice have altered crania and mandibles 156 Both the size difference and gross shape differences were clearly visualised by animated 157 morphing between the mean shapes of WT and Dp1Tyb specimens (generated in the 158 landmark-free pipeline) for the cranium and the mandible (Supplementary Videos 1, 2). The 159 overall decrease in size going from WT to Dp1Tyb crania or mandibles was readily apparent 160 and some shape changes could also be seen, although the latter were more subtle.
162
To quantify shape differences statistically, shape was separated from size by scaling the data 163 to equalise centroid sizes (Procrustes alignment). To analyse residual shape differences 164 between genotypes, we used principal component analysis (PCA). Both landmark-based and 165 landmark-free methods showed a statistically significant differences in shape between 166 Dp1Tyb and WT mice in both crania and mandibles ( Fig inspection revealed that the morphological differences between Dp1Tyb and WT skulls were broadly distributed and relatively subtle, consistent both with previously reported mouse DS 178 models and with the human phenotype (Fischer-Brandies, 1988; Fischer-Brandies et al., 1986;  179 Suri et al., 2010) . The maps revealed that Dp1Tyb mice have a more domed neurocranium 180 (cyan points at the top-right of Fig. 3A , dark red regions in Fig. 3G, H 
194
Next we made heatmaps based on the higher-resolution landmark-free method. Displacement 195 maps together with the morphing movies visualised the distances between the two mean 196 meshes. We plotted net displacement rather than movement towards or away from the shape 197 centroid so that only one colour was needed in the maps, using videos to show the direction 198 of differences. The landmark-free analysis showed changes mostly similar to those found 199 using the landmark-based method including the same relative doming of the neurocranium, there is an increasing centre-to-edge gradient -see demonstration in Suppl. Fig.3 ). Scaling 217 avoids this problem, but throws away the "ground truth" of the differences. One solution is to 218 find a way of showing size changes entirely locally, capturing surface "stretch" as a measure 219 of local growth differences between specimens. This is also likely to reflect real biological 220 differences which arise in development due to different localised growth. This is not possible 221 with landmarks, but can be done within the high-resolution landmark-free method where a 222 high density of control points is used to guide an even higher density of mesh vertices. Thus, 223 we calculated and mapped local differences in mesh vertex spacing. We used the spacing to 
245
Both methods revealed that Dp1Tyb mice have size and shape differences compared to WT 246 that parallel the DS phenotype in previously described DS mouse models and in humans. Both 247 separated Dp1Tyb from WT in shape space using one or two principal components and both 248 revealed the significantly reduced size of the cranium and mandible of Dp1Tyb mice, and more 249 specifically, both described brachycephaly (shortened head), resolved in the analysis to an 250 overall size reduction plus cranial doming.
252
Nonetheless, the landmark-free method has clear advantages. Methodologically, there are 253 three. First is consistency: the landmark-free method overcomes the limitations of manual 254 placement of landmarks which is susceptible to inter-and intra-operator error (Robinson and 255 Terhune, 2017) . Second is labour saving: although the landmark-free method requires some 256 manual input in the early stages, particularly in determining image thresholding and in cleaning 257 up imperfect anatomical segmentation, it is substantially less labour-intensive and requires 258 less user training than the landmark-based approach. Third, and perhaps most scientifically 259 significant, is resolution: the landmark-free method provides much higher resolution and information density than the landmark-based method. In principle, the landmark-free method 261 offers arbitrarily high resolution. In practice we found that decimating the initial mesh from 262 ~2,800,000 to ~19,000 vertices for the cranium (~200,000 to ~16,000 for the mandible) and 263 using a kernel size in the Deformetrica algorithm of 1mm to yield ~ 2500 control points for the 264 cranium (~700 for the mandible) captured the interesting anatomical features at high density 265 while avoiding noise, e.g. trivial surface texture differences. Different sizes of specimen will 266 have different optimal spatial parameters. The high density of control points was further refined 267 by having them clustered algorithmically at regions of high variability between samples. This 268 might be contrasted with the inherent bias in landmarking that tends to place shape differences 269 close to landmarks (observable in, for example, Fig. 3A, B ). It can also be contrasted with the 
276
Controls for overfitting, such as the permutation test we applied, are therefore essential.
278
Is the higher resolution and more complete coverage useful? We found that the landmark-free 279 approach allowed us to see changes not visible using the landmark-based approach. Most 280 strikingly, we were able to observe a shape difference in the lower-posterior mandible, where 281 landmarks are absent, and in the snout and palate, where landmarks are more abundant but 282 possibly not dense enough to capture the localised in-plane differences. These latter changes 283 in particular indicate homology with the mid-face hypoplasia found in humans with DS. This 284 will be useful in understanding how DS genes result in dysmorphology because we now have 285 a better knowledge of their location of action.
287
At another level, high resolution is useful because it enables mapping of surface "stretch" by 288 retaining all the vertices of the mesh, in effect making each vertex a landmark. The very short 289 spatial scale of this mapping is likely to be a much better way to capture and localise changes 290 in biologically causal processes, such as cell proliferation or extracellular matrix expansion, 291 compared to net displacement, where the cause could be hundreds of cell diameters away.
292
The local nature of this deformation mapping makes it easier to interpret the visual display of 293 the deformations without global scaling.
295
Although the landmark-free method was developed for MRI scans of brains 24 applying it to a 296 mutant skull has enabled two important conclusions. The first is that using a landmark-free 297 approach is still advantageous even when traditional landmarking is possible. The second 298 conclusion is that it is possible to apply this approach in the form of a relatively user-friendly 299 tool. We have found it useful in understanding the DS craniofacial phenotype but, with modest 300 computational expertise, other researchers can tackle any mutant phenotype, including where 301 traditional methods have struggled, such as in early developmental stages or other biological 302 forms that lack well defined landmarks. (Supplementary Fig. 1 displacements between the template to each initial individual shape. In the following sections 361 we describe the different steps to achieve such analysis.
363
Landmark-free Atlas Construction
364
Step 1 (Fig. 1, Table 1, Supplementary Appendix 1) . Despite the fact that images acquired 365 using µCT show good bone contrast, they often include the presence of artificial objects (noise 366 and debris in the specimen), small holes and cartilage that need be excluded in order to obtain 367 consistently comparable final surface meshes. To extract the surface meshes, a series of 368 image processing steps were applied. After a thresholding operation to extract the skull, 369 "morphological opening" and "closing" were performed on the binary mask to remove internal cartilage structures ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). Removal of spurious objects was achieved by 371 clustering, categorising all of the connected components in an image by size and retaining 372 only the largest component. Skulls were segmented using bone density to isolate the mandible 373 (whose density is higher than that in the rest of the skull). However, this segmentation of the 374 mandible can happen improperly and may include parts of the temporal bone which must be 375 cleaned and removed manually. Mandible meshes were extracted from the skull binary mask 376 semi-automatically using Watershed segmentation (Mangan and Whitaker, 1999).
378
Step 2. The meshes were produced using marching cubes on the binary images, followed by 
388
Step 4. As previously described (Durrleman et al., 2014), the atlas construction major hyper-389 parameters consist of (1) the size of the Gaussian kernel used to represent shapes in the 390 varifold of currents, denoted σW, and (2) Step 5 (Fig. 1) . The atlas outputs provide a dense amount of information that can be used for 408 various statistical analyses. Centroid size was calculated as the square root of the sum of the 409 squared distances from each mesh node to the centroid of all nodes of a given specimen.
410
Non-linear Kernel PCA with dimension 5 was applied to the set of momenta produced from 411 the atlas of the population, in order to find the principal modes of variation of the entire 412 population. The resulting output provided a way to compare these results with the landmark-413 based PCA analysis. We projected the subjects onto the feature space for comparison 414 purposes. Such projection provides dense information of shape differences between the two 415 sub-populations. Local magnitude of the momenta interpolated at the template mean mandible 416 (or cranium) mesh point locations allow for additional qualitative interpretation of shape 417 differences between groups. Stratified k-fold cross-validation analysis was performed on the 418 PCA data to evaluate the statistical power of classification between the two groups.
419
Significance of the classification score was tested using a multiple permutations test at 1000 420 iterations (Ojala and Garriga, 2010 , P. R., Bookstein, F. L., Conradsen, K., Ersboll, B. K., Marsh, J , P., Colliot, O., Marrakchi-Kacem, L., Worbe, Y., Poupon, C., Hartmann, A. Hallgrimsson, B., Lieberman, D. E., Liu, W., Ford-Hutchinson, A. F. and , M., Beckmann, C. F., Behrens, T. E. J., Woolrich, M. W. and Korenberg, J. R., Chen, X. N., Schipper, R., Sun, Z., Gonsky, R., Gerwehr, S., 513
Carpenter, N., Daumer, C., Dignan, P., Disteche, C., et al. (1994) . Down-514
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Step
Sub-step Function Parameters Tool Reference
Step 1. Step 4. Atlas
Preprocessing
Atlas construction
Atlas construction data-sigma = 10 kernel width (template) = 2.5mm kernel width (subject) = 2mm number of time points = 10 max iterations = 150 number of threads = 19
Deformetrica (Gori et al., 2017) Step 5. Without scaling, displacement changes are localised to the extremities. Comparison of centroid sizes of crania and mandibles from WT and Dp1Tyb mice determined using landmark-based or landmark-free methods.
Statistical analysis
\ Supplementary
The pipeline code is downloaded as landmark-free-morphometry-master.zip or ~.tar. After decompressing the package and moving to its directory within the Terminal app (Apple, Linux or equivalent in Windows) Juypiter is started using the command ipython notebook which opens the pipeline in the default system Web browser. The pipeline is presented as a series of virtual "pages" which contain "cells" (sections) of two types. One type defines a function, the other applies those functions to the data. Cells can be run individually or as an automatic sequence (see Juypiter documentation for details). An example of a function-defining cell is below:
B. µCT Pre-processing
This section describes the code used to extract and produce a mesh from an initial µCT image. 
Parcellation
This cell uses the functions defined in parcellation to 'parcellate' the image into various regions according to the density of the bone. This allows the separation of mandible (densest bone) from the rest of the skull. If no region separation is required skip this step and move to the Mesh extraction step:
The output is a binary image with regions ordered by bone density. Use ITK-Snap to visualise these labels. The example on the right shows these regions, here label one is the red region. Note the label/s for region of interest (ROI).
Object selection
Input the labels of relevance to separate the ROI from the rest of the subject.
Define the name for file to be segmented i.e. the file from Object extraction.
Watershed level should be .22 for full resolution image. ( .1 is for the example data provided).
Check output file using ITK-Snap to validate successful extraction of the region of interest.
If the regions has been appropriately binarized it should be saved as .mha file.
Name of output file, a binarized image.
Adjustable parameters
Threshold -an appropriate value should be selected to extract the region of interest from the original µCT image. Closing_kernel and opening_kernel -parameters used to fill holes in the binary image. If none is required set to 0
Check the output in ITK-snap opening it as a segmentation file. Any noise or irrelevant regions can be removed using the paint brush tool.
Extract mesh
This step uses functions defined in Mesh Extraction to extract a surface mesh from the region of interest selected prior. The meshes generated are in the .vtk format.
Mesh files produced are large in size and increase computational time of the Atlasing step to unrealistic durations. To overcome this, meshes were decimated using meshlab.
Output mesh file name.
Define the file name for the selected region of interest. This is the output file from region parcellation.
Input labels of regions to be extracted from the region parcellation step prior.
If only the first label is required, input 1 for both the lower threshold (l_threshold) and upper threshold (u_threshold). If the first 2 labels are desired set the values to 1 and 2 respectively. If the whole image is desired input the lowest and highest label numbers.
Save meshes in the .stl (stereolithography) format using paraview. Open the mesh in meshlab and apply quadric edge collapse decimation fi and enter the percentage reduction desired (authors used 0.15).
Once meshes for all subjects are generated move to the next step, Mesh Alignment.
C. Mesh Alignment
This section describes the process of aligning the meshes produced in the previous section. Initial coarse alignment is required to allow the Atlasing process (below) to work. This first requires manually placing a small number of landmark using Mitk-Workbench, minimally three (e.g. for a hemi-mandible) or more usually three symmetrically placed pairs. Landmark file names should be identical to the mesh file name e.g. Mandible_1.vtk, with its landmark file, Mandible_1.mps.
-Atlas_controlpoints.txt o Control points of the atlas -Atlas_momenta.txt o Momentum vectors of the atlas -Atlas_initial_template.txt o Average mesh of the population These files are must be moved into the shape statistics folder. In the same folder, a userpopulated file data.csv defines the names and types of the subjects.
data.csv example file
In this example in GroupId, 1 refers to a mutant and -1 to WT, and in Gender, 1 Male and -1 female.
The following cells are the run with default values: Imports -Loads relevant packages required for this section of the pipeline Deformetrica -Loads deformetrica ready to be used (required for creation of morphs) Load data -Loads output files stated previously to be analysed Define population's groups -Loads data.csv Subgroup definitions -Assigns names to groups of specimens defined by one or more parameters in data.csv.
[Default groups are: WTf (Wildtype female, defined by: group ID = -1, gender = -1, CRf is defined by: group id = 1, gender =-1), WTm (Wildtype Male), CRf (Carrier female) and CRm (Carrier Male)] However, the user should change the names and definitions of subgroups to suit their needs.
Kernel Principal Component Anaylsis (kPCA)
This cell runs a principal component analysis (PCA) and produces a classification score (as a percent) and a p value for said score. As well as defining group IDs (by default group one > 0 and group two < 0 using values set in data.csv) and calculating the mean Principal Component score.
Eigenvalues/Eigenvectors
Produces Eigenvalues and eigen vectors. Providing data on how much variability each principle component describes.
Write PCA points on disk
Produces an excel file, kpca.csv containing the PC values which can exported to produce PCA graphs.
Momenta projection
Produces momenta that describes project between the mean of the whole population to the means of the previously defined populations.
Shoot mean shape between groups
Uses the momenta projection to 'shoot' the shape towards the means of the two groups.
Shooting outputs
Saves the shot meshes produced in the previous step in two locations:
Cross validation score and standard deviation Cross validation score and p value of permutation test -data/shapestatistics/shooting/forward data/shapestatistics/shooting/backward They correspond to the mean shape (Atlas_initial_template.vtk) displaced towards the mean of group one (backward) and the mean of group two (forward). Each file now contains several meshes. The first mesh in the folder is the average shape of the whole population and the last mesh the mean shape of the subgroup. Each mesh in-between represents a step of deformation moving from one to the other.
Cyclic deformations between subgroups
Reorders the mesh files produced in Shooting outputs to generate a cyclic shape change starting with the mean of group one to the mean of group two and back again. The files for the cyclic deformation are saved in: data/shapestatistics/shooting/combined. Files should be opened in Paraview to visualise the meshes.
The deformation is viewed cyclically, by pressing the repeat and play buttons.
